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Latino caucus
rejects GOP
legislator

Members argue it’s just for
Democrats, sparking debate
and calls for an investigation.
By Patrick McGreevy
SACRAMENTO
—
Shortly after he was elected,
state Assemblyman Rocky
Chavez took what he said
was a natural step and asked
to join the California Latino
Legislative Caucus. The
Oceanside Republican said
his request last year was at
first met with silence.
“When I didn’t get a response, I asked what the
deal was and they said that I
wouldn’t be allowed in,”
Chavez said. “They do not allow Republicans to be part
of the group.”
That
rejection
has
sparked debate in and out of
the Legislature about the diversity of opinion in Latino

Battery
recycler
can
reopen
In order to resume
operations, Vernon’s
Exide Technologies
must install new
pollution equipment.
By Tony Barboza
Air quality officials are
giving a battery recycling
plant in Vernon another
chance to prove it can operate without putting nearby
residents at risk.
Despite demands from
community groups calling
for permanent closure of the
Exide Technologies plant,
the region’s air quality hearing board approved an
agreement Thursday that
would allow the idled facility
to reopen, but only after it installs equipment to control
arsenic emissions and takes
steps to keep lead-contaminated dust from being released during the upgrades.
“The ultimate victors
here are the people who
breathe the air in and
around the Exide facility,”
said Kurt Wiese, general
counsel for the South Coast
Air Quality Management
District.
Exide executives said
they expect to finish construction by the end of the
year.
“I’m confident that the
equipment we’re putting in
will allow us to achieve the
new air quality standards
we’re being held to,” said
Thomas Strang, Exide’s vice
president for environmental
health and safety.
The abatement orders
were approved by the air district’s administrative law
panel a day after a four-hour
public hearing in Maywood.
At the court-like proceeding Wednesday evening,
dozens of community members and elected officials
voiced
concerns
about
health effects from the
plant’s emissions. They
urged regulators to do everything in their power to close
the facility.
“If this company were
anywhere else, like Pacific
Palisades or Beverly Hills,
this would not be happening,” said Maywood Mayor
Oscar
Magana.
“Exide
would be shut down.”
Other speakers faulted
regulators for giving the
[See Exide, AA6]

politics and whether taxpayers should be supporting
legislative caucuses that
have a partisan agenda.
The discussion comes at
a time when the 24-member
Latino Legislative Caucus
has become a major force in
the Capitol, racking up a series of victories, including
approval of new laws providing driver’s licenses and college scholarships for immigrants who are in the country illegally.
Sen. Joel Anderson (RAlpine) has asked the state
attorney general to investigate the group and its membership policies.
“The name Latino Caucus is intentionally misleading, because it implies equal
access for all Latino legislators,” Anderson said. “Using
taxpayer-sourced,
public
funds to deny them their
voice is wrong.”
Chavez said his primary
concern involves the restrictions on membership when
the group is using taxpayer
resources, including an office in the Legislative Office
Building, two staff members
and a spot on the official
state Legislature website. “I
think it should be inclusive
in that case,” he said.
Sen. Ricardo Lara (DBell Gardens), the caucus
chairman, said there is nothing improper about the caucus’ membership policies,
which have been in place
since the caucus was
founded 40 years ago by five
Democratic lawmakers.
“It’s not that there is no
precedence for this,” Lara
said. “You have a Republican Caucus and a Democratic Caucus that have
staff.”
The official state website
says the caucus exists “to
identify key issues affecting
Latinos and develop avenues to empower the Latino community throughout
[See Latinos, AA4]
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FAMILY MEMBERS console each other as the search continued for Joseph Sanchez, 18, who disappeared

after jumping from a ledge into the ocean at rugged Inspiration Point in Rancho Palos Verdes.

A scenic spot becomes a
site of grief, desperation
Authorities continue
searching for man who
jumped from a ledge
into the ocean at
Inspiration Point.
By Caitlin Owens
Inspiration Point in Rancho Palos Verdes is both
beautiful and powerful,
drawing those who simply
want to watch the crashing
waves and those seeking the
thrill of jumping from the
cliff ’s edge.
But on Thursday, Inspiration Point was a site of desperation and grief for family
and friends of Joseph Sanchez, who disappeared into
its pounding surf a day earlier.
The 18-year-old went
missing after jumping off a
ledge into the water about a
dozen feet below. Sanchez
regularly jumped from Inspiration Point, but he was

L.A. COUNTY lifeguards, sheriff’s deputies and the U.S. Coast Guard comb the

rough waters for Sanchez. He was not considered a strong swimmer, friends said.
not considered a strong
swimmer, his friends have
said.
Sanchez went to the cove
with three friends. But after
he made the jump, he became trapped by the strong
ocean current.

“His friends told him to
hold on to the rocks as long
as possible. They were going
to get help,” said Los Angeles County Fire Inspector
Keith Mora.
Starting about 3 p.m.
Wednesday, Los Angeles

County lifeguards, sheriff ’s
deputies and the U.S. Coast
Guard combed the waters
below the rocky outcrop, but
to no avail. The effort continued through Thursday as
friends and family watched
[See Point, AA4]

McDonnell jumps
into Sheriff’s Dept.
oversight debate
By Cindy Chang
and Abby Sewell
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DEPUTY STEPHEN VASQUEZ is seen through a food tray opening in a cell. He

was hit by a mixture containing urine on his first day patrolling the cellblock.

Jail cracks down on inmates’
pungent assaults on deputies

Prisoners throw
bodily substances at
guards in a process
called gassing.
By Cindy Chang
The foul-smelling glob
splattered into Deputy Stephen Vasquez’s mouth and
eyes.
The inmate who was suspected of throwing it said
the mixture was only water
and apple jelly, according to

an incident report. But Vasquez thought he tasted urine, and a witness told investigators that the suspect
had bragged about making a
“thick mix” using human
waste.
It was Vasquez’s first day
patrolling a cellblock at the
Men’s Central Jail. Rather
than shower right away, Vasquez had to pose for photographs that could be used as
evidence. For a week, until
the blood tests came back
negative, he slept on the
couch, apart from his fiancee.
“It was very unpleasant,”

he said.
The March 5 incident was
part of a recent fivefold increase in gassings — throwing bodily substances, typically urine or feces — at the
downtown Men’s Central
Jail.
Inmates sometimes mix
the waste with fruit jelly so
there’s a better chance that
it will stick to their target.
Tapatio hot sauce packs a
sting. Milk cartons are used
as containers, and sometimes as launchers to force
the substance out through a
narrow crack. Other tech[See Jail, AA4]

Jim
McDonnell,
the
front-runner to become the
next Los Angeles County
sheriff, expressed strong
support Thursday for a civilian oversight commission as
well as “full access” to internal records for the Sheriff
Department’s
inspector
general.
McDonnell appears to favor more transparency than
Interim Sheriff John Scott,
who argues that the department should have an attorney-client relationship with
the inspector general to
shield sensitive information
from the public. Scott also
has expressed some skepticism about civilian oversight, cautioning that there
must be “safeguards against
overzealous review.”
In the coming months,
the county Board of Supervisors will design a new oversight system for the troubled
department.
McDonnell,
who is police chief in Long
Beach, will face retired
Undersheriff Paul Tanaka in
a Nov. 4 runoff election.
McDonnell jumped into
the oversight debate with a
news release calling for the
supervisors to approve a civilian commission that
would provide transparency
and accountability while

also restoring community
trust in the Sheriff ’s Department.
“The well-documented
yet still-unfolding failure of
leadership at the Sheriff ’s
Department, in particular,
demands the creation of
such a commission at this
time,” McDonnell wrote.
Scott has recommended
that the board hold off on
creating a commission until
the new inspector general’s
powers are fully defined. The
inspector general, Max
Huntsman, concurred with
Scott’s
recommendation
[See Sheriff, AA5]

Florida political
map rejected
A judge rules that
congressional
redistricting unfairly
favors the GOP. AA2

Three strikes
rule altered
Court says felonies
stemming from same
act can’t be counted
separately. AA3

Sociologist dies
Lillian Rubin wrote of
race, class and the
sexual revolution. AA5
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